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ACADEMIC CALENDAR

1949-1950
FALL

QUARTER

Faculty Workshop

September 15-17

Freshman Week

September 19-23

Registration

September 23

Classes begin

September 26

Mid-term reports due

October 28

Thanksgiving Holidays

November 24-27
December

Pre-registration

December

Examinations

Homecoming

7-9

14-17

December 19
December 18-January

Christmas Holidays

1

WINTER QUARTER
Registration

January

Classes begin

January 3

2

February 3

Mid-term reports due

March

Pre-registration

March

Examinations

SPRING

6-8

13-16

QUARTER

Registration

March 20

Classes begin

March

Mid-term reports due

21

April 21

June

Examinations

5-8

June 9

Sophomore Party
Sophomore-Alumni Luncheon

June 10

Graduation

June 12

SUMMER QUARTER
Registration
Classes begin

Holiday

Examinations

June

19

June 20
July 4

July 28
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College.
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and German

the

Gregg School
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of Chicago.

General Information
History And Organization
Armstrong College was founded on May 27, 1935, by the Mayor
and Aldermen of the City of Savannah to meet a long-felt need for a
junior college. The first college building was the magnificent home of
the

late

George

his daughter.

F.

Armstrong, a

gift to the city

The former home, now

called the

from his widow and
Armstrong Building,

is

an imposing structure of Italian Renaissance architecture; inside,

its

spacious rooms and marble halls lend an air of dignity, while outside

it is

one of the most beautiful college buildings

in the South.

and public approcampus has been enlarged until now it includes four additional buildings: the Lane Building, a gift of the late Mills B. Lane,
Building
in
which
prominent banker; John W. Hunt Memorial
are located the Student Center, the Home Economics Department, the
Women's Lounge, and the Music Room; Herschel V. Jenkins Hall,
which contains the auditorium, theater for the Savannah Playhouse,
and classrooms; and Thomas Gamble Hall, site of science lecture
rooms and laboratories.
Over the years, through private donation

priation, the

Three of the buildings face forty-acre Forsyth Park, the most
beautiful park in the city; the other two face Monterey Square, one
of the carefully planned squares for

Hodgson

Hall, across

which Savannah

is

famous.

from Forsyth Park on Whitaker

Street, con-

tains the college library as well as the Library of the Georgia His-

which Armstrong students have

torical Society, to

The

college

is

access.

under the control of a commission of six members,

appointed by the Mayor.

In addition, the commission includes as

Chairman of the Chatham County
Board of Education, the Chairman of the County Commissioners, the
Superintendent of the Board of Education, and the President of the
Savannah Chamber of Commerce.

ex-officio

members

the Mayor, the

Except for the war years, enrollment has shown a steady
crease

until

hundred.

the

present

As need

meet new demands.

arises,

in-

body numbers approximately five
the curriculum is enlarged and modified to

student

ARMSTRONG COLLEGE
Aims
The

college seeks to serve the

women who

attend

its

community by giving

the

men and

classes a better understanding of the world in

which they

live

and the experience of adapting knowledge

obligations

and

responsibilities of citizenship.

The student may complete one or more

to

meet the

of the following ob-

jectives:
1.

Receive additional liberal education stressing

how

to live

more abundantly;
2.

Complete the freshman and sophomore years of the fouryear senior college program leading toward the A. B. and
B. S. degrees.

3.

Finish two years of pre-professional work leading toward
medicine, dentistry, law, home economics, the ministry
and other professions.

4.

Graduate from a semi-professional program, prepared to
go into business or industry.

The college awards the degree of Associate in Arts to students
completing an approved program.

Admission To The College
(For dates see calendar on page 2)

A student planning to enter Armstrong should obtain from the
Registrar an "Application for Admission Card." The student should
complete this form and return to the Registrar. REQUEST THE HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL, OR THE COLLEGE REGISTRAR (in the case
of a transfer student), TO SEND A TRANSCRIPT OF CREDITS to
the Registrar, Armstrong College, Savannah, Georgia.
Having checked the

student's records for compliance with the minirequirements for admission, the Registrar will send a notice
to the student that he has been admitted to the college, together with
certain physical examination forms which must be completed and returned before the student can complete registration. The applicant will
be notified of the dates of the next aptitude testing program. These
tests do not affect a student's entering Armstrong, but will enable the
counseling staff to assist him in selecting a program of study upon

mum

STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE THESE TEST
MEASUREMENTS BEFORE REGISTRATION. The Registrar welentrance.

comes personal interviews with individuals planning
formal education.

to

further their

GENERAL INFORMATION
Requirements For Admission
by certificate

A candidate for admission to Armstrong College by certificate
1.
must be a graduate of an accredited high school w
sixteen units
i

1

1

1

of credit.

No

2.

subject-matter

gram should be

units

are prescribed.

The high school

pro-

of such nature as to give satisfactory preparation for

beginning college studies. Subjects which may be expected to contribute
end are English composition, literature, natural science, history and other social studies, foreign languages, and mathematics.
The right is reserved to reject any applicant whose high school program
does not indicate adequate preparation for college work.
to this

A

record of high school credits earned by the applicant should
out on the proper forms by an official of the high school
and mailed directly to the office of the Registrar. This certificate
becomes the property of the college and cannot be returned to the
3.

be

made

applicant.

Three units

4.

valent

is

in

mathematics and one

in

physics or

its

equi-

pre-requisite for admission to the freshman class in engineering.

BY EXAMINATION
Students beyond high school age, who do not meet the above requirements for admission by certificate, may take the General Educational Development tests (high school level) at the local Community
Guidance Center. The student will be admitted to college on the basis of
his scores.
Entrance examinations should be completed at least one
week before registration.
Additional information may be secured

from the Registrar.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCE STANDING

Advanced

w ill be allowed for work done in other inproper rank and standing and for schools and experiences
in the Armed Services.
Only 10 per cent of the total number of hours
transferred will be accepted in "D" grades.
All work presented for
advanced standing will be evaluated by the Registrar. To receive a
diploma from Armstrong College, a student must be in attendance the
two quarters preceeding graduation, taking a normal load, and, in addition, must satisfy the requirements of a particular course of study.
Adults (students over 21 years of age) may receive credit for certain
college work on the basis of the General Education Development tests at
credit

stitutions of

th junior college level.

7
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ADMISSION OF VETERANS OF

Armstrong College
graduates

if

their

WORLD WAR

II

who are not high school
records in the local Communi-

will accept veterans

official

GED

test

Guidance Center show scores that indicate the applicant's abilito do college work.
Many students have attended Armstrong
under the provisions of Public Laws 16 or 346. Certificates of elegibility should be secured from the Veterans Administration prior

ty
ty

to registration.

ADMISSION OF SPECIAL STUDENTS
Adults desiring to enroll in courses for their intrinsic value but
not desiring transfer credit may be enrolled as special students.
Requirements pertaining to entrance examinations, physical examinations
and physical education courses do not apply to these students.

Fees
Tuition will be charged as follows:

For 12 quarter hours or more
For Residents of
Chatham County

For Other Residents
Of Georgia

For Non-Residents
Of Georgia

$50.00

S60.00

$75.00

For each quarter hour
$4.25

less

$5.00

than 12 quarter hours
$6.25

All veterans must present a certificate of eligibility the first time
they register at Armstrong College.
Veterans once enrolled do not
require a supplementary certificate unless they have used the G. I.
Bill since the last quarter thev were registered at the college.
STL-

DENTS WHO REQUIRE A CERTIFICATE BUT HAVE NOT OBTAINED IT PRIOR TO REGISTRATION WILL BE REQUIRED TO
PAY CASH WHICH MAY BE REFUNDED UPON RECEIPT OF
CERTIFICATE.

A

student activity fee of $5.00 per quarter will be charged all
This fee will entitle the student to subscriptions to the
'Geechee and other college publications and the admission to collegesponsored dances, the Playhouse and athletic events.
students.

Students taking laboratory work will be required to pay a fee
and equipment. This fee is indicated in the description
of courses found under "Course Descriptions" elsewhere in this bulletin.

for materials

GENERAL INFORMATION
A
days

late

late

registration

and §10.00

fee

«>f

$2.00

for three or

f<>r

11

one da)

more days

who

fails to register and pa) foes on the
unless he presents a doctor's excuse.
the late registration fee exceed $10.00.

student

registration

f«,r two
charged any
designated for
do event will

$5.00

late,

will

late

!><

<la\

In

Any student who desires to take more than 18 quarter hours per
quarter must have the Registrar's approval.
Anyone wishing

may do

to audit a course (but not receive college credit)

so with permission of the instructor by paying a fee of $10.00

per course.

A fee of $7.50 will be collected from each candidate for
graduation tu cover the cost of three invitations, diploma, and rental
of cap and gown.
Any

student delinquent in the payment of any fee due the coland transcripts of records held up, and
will not be allowed to re-register at the college for a new quarter until
the delinquency has been removed.
lege will have grade reports

Each student leaving Armstrong College is entitled to one ofwork. The charge for additional copies
Written requests for transcripts are complied with
is
SI. 00 each.
promptly when received in the Registrar's office.

ficial transcript of his college

Refunds
Refunds of

fees

and

tuition will be

made

ONLY

upon written

application for withdrawal from school.

Students

who formerly withdraw

after

the first

scheduled day

of registration will be entitled to a refund as per the following schedule:

One calendar week

or less after date

80%

of fees paid for that quarter;

60%

of fees paid for that quarter;

Between one and two calendar weeks
Between two and three calendar weeks

40%

of fees paid for that quarter;

Between three and four calendar weeks

20%

of fees paid for that quarter.

After four weeks no refunds will be made.
No refunds will be made to students dropping a course.

ARMSTRONG COLLEGE
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Counseling Staff

The Counseling Service of Armstrong College, in connection with
Dean of Students, offers help in solving problems
connected with the student's pursuit of the college program.
The
the Office of the

counselors are regular instructors in the college who have special
training which enables them to offer individual, confidential, nondisciplinary help at the student's own request.

The help which counselors can give does not in any sense replace or conflict with the help given by individual instructors in their
courses, from whom students are urged to request help when the
difficulty is one concerned with the subject itself and having no complications.
The area with which counselors are usually concerned
are choices of vocation, the planning of work
in
college,
study
habits generally and pergonal adjustment to college life.
These are
the core-functions of the counseling staff.
Those problems which
do not fit into these general categories either because of greater intensity
or critical development are referable to community agencies outside
the college if the student or his guardians so agree.
The Counseling

which give evidence of critineed of outside attention after proper consultation with the agencies
concerned, equal to, but not exceeding, the right of any citizen in
Staff has advisory capacity to refer cases

cal

a like case.

The main function
out his
tion

own problem

which the

registration his

staff

work

has

is to help the student work
and the only administrative func-

of the counselor

successfully,
is

advance of
two quarters before the stu-

to plan with every student in

at the college, and,

dent's graduation, to give, dated, in writing, his formal approval of the

program for graduation. The responsibility for securing
approval rests with the student, although the college will send out
a written notice to the student to consult with a counselor.

student's
this

Library

Hodgson Hall houses not only the library of Armstrong College,
Since all books are
but also that of the Georgia Historical Society.
on open shelves, students have immediate access to both collections.
The reading room, which has recently been redecorated, is w ell lighted,
most attractive and popular among the students. One section of this
room is furnished with lounge chairs and opens into a garden, which is
T

also

an added attraction

The

to

many

readers.

library's holdings consist of a very

good

collection of stan-

dard reference books and fiction totaling over 10,000 volumes. There
are more than 100 periodical subscriptions, including seven newspapers,
four of which are dailies.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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In addition to the resources of the college Library, Students are

encouraged to use the Savannah Public Library, which has a good
reference department and much material of interesl l<> -Indents, including a large collection of fiction, government documents, microfilm copies of newspapers, and music records. The main building is on
Bull Street and has a union catalog, listing the holdings of the Downtown branch, Waters Avenue Branch, and of the Georgia Historical
Society.

The

library

is

fortunate in being the recipient of an outstanding

collection of history books, a gift of the late

Mayor Thomas Gamble,

of Savannah.

Under
and

tants,

the supervision of a trained librarian, two full-time assiseight student assistants, the library is open on certain

evenings for the use of the night school students, and each school
day from 8:30 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

Community Guidance Center
In December 1945 the Guidance Center began operation as a
vocational counseling service under a contract between Armstrong
This contract is one of
College and the Veterans Administration.
five similar arrangements in the State of Georgia; and it enables
Armstrong to employ a staff of professionally trained personnel to
help veterans with their vocational planning problems. By the Spring
of 1949 approximately 3,800 veterans from a 38-county territory had
taken advantage of this service, which the federal government provides free of charge to all men and women who served in the U. S.

Armed Forces during World War
The counseling procedure

II.

mainly

of helping clients
(through testing of
mental ability, special aptitudes, school achievement, interest pattern, and personal adjustment), and to relate this information about
themselves to the "world of work" (through discussion, reading in
occupational information files, and conference with persons already
successful in occupations which seem interesting to the client).

discover or verify their assets

consists

and limitations

In September 1946 the Guidance Center extended vocational
counseling service to a limited number of young people and adults
from the community-at-large on a "private" clinic, fee basis. Armstrong students, as referred by the faculty Counseling Committee, may
be accepted without charge. At this same time the Guidance Center
began to function as a psychological diagnostic clinic for children
sent in by the schools, health and welfare agencies.

The Center
Street,

is located in the Lane Building at 20 West Gaston
with testing and vocational counseling on the ground floor,

and the Mental Hygiene Clinic occupying half of the main

floor.

ARMSTRONG COLLEGE
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Audio-Visual Instruction

Many

of the classrooms of the college are equipped with screens

showing of

films, which are used extensively by all of the
departments. In the teaching of English, foreign languages and music,
visual aids are supplemented by recordings.

for the

University Of Georgia Off-Campus Center

The President

of

Armstrong College

is

ex-officio

University of

Georgia representative in Savannah in the operation of the Off-CamThe Center is supervised by a full-time director and
pus Center.
utilizes the college plant.
The evening college and work beyond
the level of the junior college are under the supervision of the Off-

Campus

Center.

Homecoming and Open House
Twice each year the college

invites the public to visit the

campus.

The week before Christmas, Homecoming is celebrated for all alumni
and students with a parade in the afternoon, a reception in the evening
followed by an intercollegiate basketball game and the Christmas
dance. All alumni, students and their friends are invited to attend.
During the Spring, the college is open to the general public for
Exhibits are prepared by
inspection during its annual Open House.
the various departments interpreting the work done in the junior colThose desiring may make tours of the college buildings and
lege.
attend a social hour in the

Home Economics

Department.

Student Assistants and Associates
employs each year a number of student associates
and assistants to work with the faculty. These students find employment in the library, science laboratories, business office, and with the
faculty.
Students desiring one of these jobs should apply through the
department in which he is interested or to the President.

The

college

Scholarships and Loans
There are a number of scholarships and loans available for stuApplication blanks may be secured by a request addressed to
Applications for scholarships
the President of Armstrong College.
and loans for the school year beginning in September must be on file in
Applicants will be notified when
the President's office by July 15.
dents.

personal interviews are scheduled.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Placemi nt Service

The
service

Publicity

for

the

Director

benefit

at

the

of employers

college

maintains

and students.

a

placement

Anyone seeking
employment after

part-time employment while in college, or full-time
leaving college, should place his name on file with this official.

Commencement Exercises
Commencement

once each year in June. At
time the degree of Associate in Arts is awarded to those stuRecognition is
dents who have met the requirements for graduation.
given to those students who win scholarships and those who qualify
The Faculty and Graduates participate in full
for scholastic honors.
exercises are held

this

academic

dress.

Student Center

The college does not operate dormitories. The Student Center
Hunt Building is open throughout the college day, affording

in the

recreation between classes. A snack bar serves hot lunches as well as
cold snacks. A book store is also operated for the student's convenience.

Student Activities
The

entire

program

of extra-curricular activities

at

the college

designed to help develop the whole individual and to assist him in
becoming an active member of the community. The program comes
directly under the Dean of Students who is assisted by the Student
Senate, composed of representatives from each recognized club or group.
Each student is urged to participate in those activities which appeal
is

to his interests or

meet his needs.

Athletics

The

college

engages in inter-collegiate basketball.

All

other

Armstrong
College was the champion of the Georgia Junior College League in
1948 and a semi-finalist in 1949.

sports at the college are operated on an intramural basis.

Intramural Sports
Intramural teams are organized into a men's league and a women's
league for competition in certain major sports.
At the end of the
school year the champion in each league is awarded a trophy.

Social Clubs

The

college

foster social life

recognizes

among

certain

groups which are organized to

the students at the college.

ARMSTRONG COLLEGE
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Pre-Professional Clubs

Some

clubs are organized to acquaint students with the ideals
in the engineering and

and objectives of certain professional groups, as
the science clubs.

Class Clubs
These clubs are designed to encourage students to pursue their
various intellectual interests beyond the instructional activities of the
classroom, as the French club, psychological-philosophical seminar,

and

others.

Publications

The

college publishes the Inkwell, a newspaper;

the Mercury, a
magazine; and the 'Geechee, a year book.
These afford students
an opportunity to express their opinions on a wide variety of topics

and practice

in the various journalistic activities.

Recreation Clubs
Armstrong
college extends

terested citizens
tional groups.

community college. To fulfill this mission, the
beyond the student body, inviting all inof the community to participate in different recreaOustanding among these is its community playhouse
is

its

a

activities

whose program

Other recreation clubs
is presented in detail below.
are the Glee Club, Film Forum, Great Books Seminar, the Music
Club and other cultural groups. Members of the community, though
not registered at the college, who are interested in any of these cultural activities are invited to participate.

Savannah Playhouse
The Savannah Playhouse of Armstrong College is an example of a
community project sponsored and directed by the college. Local citizens as well as students may gain here actual experience in acting, designing, construction, lighting, make-up and all the theater skills that

make

a

good production.

Reactivated in 1947 after a five-year suspension of activity,
the Playhouse quickly established its reputation as one of the leading non-professional theaters in the South with a calendar of five

dramatic productions playing a total of 28 regular performances.

Major productions during the last two seasons include My Sister
The Importance of Being Ernest, Life With Father,
Green Grow The Lilacs, Angel Street, and The Taming of The Shrew.

Eileen, Winterset,

GENERAL INFORMATION
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may work with the Playhouse as an extracurricular
may earn college credit by taking the course listed under

Students
activity or

"Drama. " Try outs for roles in major productions are open to the
public as well as students.
During the month of

May

Playhouse inaugurated its first
two of which were
shown each day for an entire week. This festival received nationwide recognition.

Drama

the

Festival with a repertoire of three plays,

General Regulations
Counseling

To help a student "find himself" and select a definite objective
early in his college program, the counseling staff administers to each
entering freshman a series of interest, aptitude, and achievement
In the fall, these are given during Freshman Week and are
scored prior to the student's interview with the Counselor.
On the
basis of these objective measurements, the student's previous record,
his interests and his family counsel, the student with the aid of his
advisor decides on a program of study which will enable him to accomplish his purpose.

tests.

Physical Examinations
All regular students are required to enroll for courses in physical
education.
Each student must submit a completed physical examination report on the forms furnished by the college before he can complete his registration.

On

the basis of the examinations, the physical

education department will adapt
individual requirements.

a

program

of

training

suited

to

Course Load

The unit of work for a regular student is 15-18 quarter hours
per quarter. A nominal schedule of sixteen quarter hours presupposes
that the average student will devote approximately forty-eight hours
per week to his college classes and to his preparation therefor.
Permission to enroll for more than 18 quarter hours will be
granted by the Registrar when curricuiar requirements make such
action necessary, or when evidence as to the capacity of the student
seems to justify that the privilege be granted.

Should a student's work load fall below the normal schedule,
the student's parent or guardian (in case of veterans attending school
under Public Law 16 and 346, the Veterans Administration)

will

be

notified.

Admission To Class
Students will be admitted to class when the instructor is furnished
by the Registrar an official class card indicating that he has completed
his registration and paid his fees in the Business Office.
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Conduct
Armstrong students arc expected to conduct themselves a> ladies
and gentlemen. Compliance with the Commission and faculty regulaThe use on the campus of intoxicating beverages.
tions is assumed.
gambling, and hazing arc prohibited. The faculty approved the recommendation of the Student Senate for consideration and handling of
honor infractions in class work. This provision and other instructions
contained in the Armstrong Handbook are official regulations.

Reports And Grades
It is felt by Armstrong College that students in college should
Accordingly, report
be held accountable for their own scholarship.
cards, warnings of deficient scholarship and other such notices are
not sent out to parents or guardians by the college except by request.
Instead the students themselves receive these reports and are expected
to contact the counseling staff whenever their work is unsatisfactory.
Report cards are issued at the end of each quarter. Reports of failing
grades are issued in the middle of each quarter. Each student has access
to the counseling staff, made up of the faculty members for purposes
of advisement; and in addition, the Registrar, Dean of Students, and
all instructors are available to help and advise any student seeking

assistance.

Reports are based on the following system of grading:

A
A

Exceptional

4 honor points per quarter hour

Excellent

3 honor points per quarter hour

B

Good

2 honor points per quarter hour

C

Fair

1

D

Poor

No honor

E

Conditional
Failure

Conditions must be removed before mid-terms of the following
quarter

F

Failure

Course must be repeated

plus

honor point per quarter hour
points per quarter hour

W

Withdrew

Course must be repeated

W-F

Withdrew' Failing

Course must be repeated

An "E"

(conditional failure) may be removed by means stipuby the instructor of the course in which the student received
the grade "E". An "E" not removed by the mid-term of the succeeding
quarter automatically becomes an "F".
If a course in which an "E"
grade was received is repeated an "F" will be entered in the place of
the "E" for the first time the course was taken.
lated
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Honors
Students who have been in attendance for three consecutive
quarters taking a normal load and have achieved an average of "B"' or
better with DO grades below that of "C" will be placed on a Permanent Dean's List in a

This

President.

list

book

for that purpose kept in the office of the
published each June in the commencement

is

program.
Graduates who meet the requirements for the Permanent Dean's
and who are graduating with an average of three honor points
per quarter hour, will be designated as graduating summa cum laude
List

distinction).
The designation cum laude (with disbe bestowed upon those meeting the above requirements with an average of two honor points per quarter hour.

(with

highest

tinction)

A

among

will

valedictorian

will

be selected by the graduating class from

the five students with the highest scholastic averages in the

work completed before

the term in which the students graduate.

Students who make a grade of "B" or better in each course during any quarter will be placed on the Dean's Scholastic Attainment
List.

Attendance
Students are expected to
absence, whatsoever, from class

attend

work

classes

as

scheduled.

Any

entails a loss to the student.

A student will be automatically dropped from a course when he
has been absent from class, for whatever cause, a number of times
equal to one-third of the times the class is scheduled to meet during
the quarter.

Students are required to attend the college's bi-weekly assemblies.
announcements are made at these meetings.

Official

Withdrawals

A formal withdrawal, presented to the Registrar in writing, is
a prerequisite for honorable dismissal from, or re-entrance into, this
institution.
Any student planning to withdraw should immediately make such intentions known to the administration of the school in
This notice is required to receive any authorized refunds.
writing.
In order that a student may not receive a failing grade on his
permanent record in the Registrar's office, he should make formal
withdrawal from any class which he stops attending. The instructor's
approval should be brought to the Registrar's office in writing.

GENERAL REGULATIONS
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grade

in a five-hour course
three-hour course dropped
after the third week of a quarter unless there are extenuating cir-

Students will receive i

dropped

after

cumstances approved b\

prejudicial

week or

the seeond

die

a

in

instructor.

Dismissals and Permission

To Re-Register

Any

student failing (except in cases excused before examinations
on account of illness) to pass at least one course other than physical
education in any one quarter will be dropped from the rolls of the
Any student who fails to make an average of at least 0.6
college.
honor points per quarter hour in all work scheduled during the first
three quarters work at the college will not be allowed to re-register.
Withdrawal is recommended to all students who have less than "C"
average at the end of the fourth quarter of college work. At the end of
the sixth quarter's work a student must have 0.8 honor points per
quarter hour in all work scheduled in order to re-register.
The honor point average is computed by dividing the total number of honor points which a student has earned by the total number
of hours of class work for which he has registered, omitting only the
courses in which the grade of "W" was received.

Graduation
In order to graduate, a student must complete with a "C" average
of study consisting of approximately 100 hours which
has been approved by a member of the counseling staff.
Students
lacking 10 quarter hours or less for graduation may complete these
hours at an accredited senior college and receive a diploma from
Armstrong College upon application, furnishing the college with a
transcript of the completed work.

a

program

At

make

least two quarters prior to expected graduation, a student should
application in the Registrar's office to be considered a candi-

date.

Recommendations
The recommendations

issued by the college are written in terms

of the grades the student earns,

and what

his teachers think of

expressed by them on a student rating form.
of his

him

as

These reports are part

permanent record.

The records of the Registrar's office are consulted regularly by
representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Civil Service,
the local Credit Bureau and other agencies having access to confidential records.

dent.

These records are of

vital

importance to the

stu-

Curricula
GENERAL
PLAN A PROGRAM OF STUDY WITH THE COUNSELING

STAFF.

Even if a student knows what studies are required of him
graduate he should have on record in the Dean of Students' office
a record of his program.
to

The Associate in Arts degree is conferred upon all students who
complete at Armstrong College a program of study agreed upon by the
student in consultation with a counselor. It is expected some students
will want to change their objectives.
The college desires to help
them "find themselves".
Should a student change the objective
for which he originally planned his program of study, he should see
his counselor and discuss with him his new objective.
This program of study can not be materially changed during the two quarters

prior to the expected graduation date.

and consideration of his interests and
and friends who can help him, and after interviews with members of the faculty and the counseling staff, the
student should decide what he is going to stifdy.
Especially trained
After a

full

discussion

qualifications with parents

personnel,

comprising the counseling

staff,

will

make an

ment with the student before he completes registration.
with his counselor, the student will work out a tentative

appoint-

Together
list

of the

subjects to be taken during each of the quarters he plans to be at
Armstrong. This list will be kept for future reference so that he may

build his
If

program each quarter with

a definite goal in mind.

the student changes his objective

program

and wishes

to

change his

of study, he will report this fact to the counseling staff.

If completion of his training involves going to another school after
he leaves Armstrong, the following steps are urgent:

Secure the college's catalog and see what courses must be
completed at Armstrong College to meet the degree requirements at the senior college;

Schedule the prerequisites for the courses to be taken later;
a list of the subjects to be taken at Armstrong College
for each of the quarters before transferring, and be sure it
includes all of the courses required for the junior class

Make

standing,

The

if

possible.

curricula hereafter outlined are suggestive only.

They may

be materially changed by the student in conference with his advisor, who will assist him to build a course of study upon his own in-

CI

abilities

terests,

RRIC1 LA

and previous

trailing

in

the

light

of

his

chosen

objective.

Subjects listed from 10 through 19, indicate work that is usually
taken in the freshman \ ear and from 20 through 29, subjects recommended for study in the sophomore year.

The Core Curriculum
There are certain bodies of knowledge and certain skills inThe underdispensable to every college trained man and woman.
standing of ones environment and man's struggle to adapt it to useful
ends; the ability to communicate his thoughts and feelings; right
these objectives
group-attitudes and coordinated physical activity
are set up in the following courses required of all students desiring
An equivalent course taken at another
to graduate from the college.

—

institution

is

acceptable.

Freshman year: English 11-12-13; History 11-12-13; ten quarter
hours of a laboratory science, and three quarters of physical education.

Sophomore year: English 21-22-23 and

three quarters

of phy-

sical education.

Students graduating in

less

than the six quarters of the regular

session should ask their counselor to qualify their physical education re-

Physical Education should be taken in the
quirements accordingly.
proper sequence and two courses should not be scheduled in any one
quarter.

Associate In Arts

terminal

concentration-general

Many

students

will

leaving Armstrong.

To

tunity

to

select

either

not continue their

formal education

after

these students the college gives the oppor-

those subjects

which are

liberal

in

nature,

giving one a better understanding of himself and his enviornment;
or those subjects which have a vocational value;
of both.

100 hours from the following suggested
Commerce
English

Fine

Arts

or a combination

Including the core curriculum, the student will complete
Languages
Home Economics
Mathematics

Foreign

fields:

Science
Social

Studies

:
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Associate In Arts
CONCENTRATION-COMMERCE SECRETARIAL

TERMINAL

designed to meet the needs of those students who
wish to qualify for clerical positions in business. Including the core
curriculum, the student will complete 100 hours from the following
suggested fields:

This program

is

Accounting

Calculating Machines

Typing

Business Communications

Office Practice

Electives

Business

Law

Shorthand

Associate In Arts

concentration-commerce and

senior college preparatory

business administration

Many

students will wish to continue their business studies in a
Including the core curriculum, these students select
100 hours from the following subjects:

senior college.
Accounting

Foreign Languages

Political

Commerce

Mathematics

Psychology

Economics

Natural Sciences

Electives

Science

Associate In Arts
senior college preparatory

concentration-home economics

The vocational opportunities in this field are numerous. Preparation for marriage and personality development are other objecIncluding the core
tives in some of the Home Economics courses.
curriculum, the student will complete 100 hours from the following
courses
Art

Foods

Basic Mathematics

Home

Child Psychology

Natural Sciences

Sociology

Clothing

Nutrition

Electives

Orientation

Furnishings

Psychology

Associate In Arts
senior college preparatory

concentration-liberal arts
This program

recommended

for candidates for an A. B. degree,
journalism, and other pre-professional conIncluding the core curriculum, the student will complete
centrations.
100 hours from the following areas of study:

pre-law,

is

pre-ministerial,

Economics

History

English

Natural Sciences

Fine Arts

Political

Foreign Languages

Psychology

Sociology

Science

Electives

CURRICULA
Associate In Arts
SENIOR COLLEGE PREPARATORY

CONCENTRATION-SCIENCE

This program is recommended for candidates for the B. S. degree,
pre-medical, pre-dental and pre-veterinary medicine students and labIncluding the core curriculum, the student will
oratory technicians.
complete 100 hours from the following:
Biology

Mathematics

Chemistry

Physics

Languages

Foreign

Electtvefl

Social Studies

Associate In Arts
senior college preparatory

concentration-engineering

This program should be varied for certain fields such as chemical,
The student should obtain a catalog from the senior
electrical, etc.
college he plans to attend and have his counselor check his program
with him against the catalog. While ALL of the subjects required in
the freshman and sophomore years in some engineering courses cannot be offered at Armstrong College, the student can spend profitably
The
two years studying for his bachelor's degree in engineering.
counselors will advise you.
Chemistry

Mathematics

Engineering

Physical

English

Physics

Social

Studies

Education

One-Year Stenographic Course

A

proficiency in secretarial courses will be awarded
completing the one-year stenographic course.
A student
who knows he has only one year to attend college may herein master
the tools that will better enable him to earn a livelihood.
letter certifying

students

Accounting

Physical

Business Correspondence

Shorthand

Office Practice

Typing

Education

Electives

Course Descriptions
General
Armstrong College reserves the right to (1) withdraw any course
for which less than ten students register, (2) limit the enrollment
in any course or class section, (3) fix the time of meeting of all classes
and sections, and (4) offer such additional courses as demand and
staff

personnel warrant.

No credit will be given in beginning courses in commerce and
languages where the same or similar courses have been presented
for admission from high school.
Where two or more courses are listed under one description,
no credit for graduation will be given until the sequence is completed.

After each course, the first number listed is the number of hours
the second, the number of hours of laboratory and the
third, the number of hours of quarter-hour credit the course carries;
e.g. (3-3-4) means 3 hours of class, 3 hours of laboratory, 4 quarter
of lecture;

hours of

credit.

ARTS
(See Fine Arts)

BIOLOGY
Biology 11

-

General Zoology (3-4-5).

Fall

and Winter.

Labora-

tory fee, $3.50.

Introduction to animal structure and function using a vertebrate for
most of the laboratory work.

Biology 12

-

tory fee, S3. 50.

General Zoology (3-4-5). Winter and Spring.
Prerequisite:
Biology 11.

Labora-

Principles of Evolution and Genetics, and survey of the inverteLaboratory work on invertebrates.
brate phyla.

Biology 22 - Invertebrate Zoology (3-6-6).
Biology 11 and 12.
$5.00 Prerequisite:

A

Spring.

Laboratory

fee,

Field trips
study of the structure and function of invertebrates.
and their natural habitats will be included.

for studying animals

Biololgy 23 - Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (3-6-6).
oratory fee, $5.00. Prerequisite: Biology 11 and 12.

A

Fall.

Lab-

study of the anatomy and evolution of the organ systems of the

vertebrates.
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CHEMISTRY
Fall and Winter.
General Chemistry (5-3-6).
Chemistry 14-15
Laboratory fee, 13.50. Prerequisite: two years of high school mathe-

matics.
It will meet
is the course in general descriptive chemistry.
freshman requirements of engineering, science and pre-medical
The fundamental laws of chemistry and some elements and
students.

This

the

their

compounds are

studied.

Qualitative Analysis (3-6-6).
Fall 19
Chemistry 24
Laboratory fee, 85.00.
Prerequisite: Chemistry
Spring.
-

(

\

)

only and

15,

Mathe-

matics 16-17.

The

lectures

include a study

of

the theoretical

and fundamental

principles of the subject, as well as a thorough study of the reactions
of the more important ions. The laboratory work includes the systematic analysis for

Chemistry 25

-

is

Quantitative Analysis

Prerequisite:

tory fee, $5.00.

This

both anions and cations by a semi-micro scheme.

an elementary course

Chemistry 26

-

Winter.

Labora-

in quantitative analysis.

Quantitative Analysis

Prerequisite:

tory fee, $5.00.

(3-6-6).

Chemistry 24.

(2-8-6).

Spring.

Labora-

Chemistry 25.

This is a more advanced course in quantitative analysis with emphasis on gravimetric and instrumental methods of analysis.

Chemistry

Not offered
istry

Industrial Chemistry Survey
(2-3-3).
Laboratory fee, 83.00.
1950.
Prerequisite:

28
in

Spring.

Chem-

15.

an elementary course in the industrial application of chemistopics studied will be followed by inspection trips to appropriate local industries wherever possible.
These trips will constitute the laboratory.
Liberal use will be made of scientific films.
This

try.

is

The

COMMERCE
Commerce lla-b
Laboratory

fee,

-

Beginning Typing

(0-5-2).

Fall

and Winter.

$3.50.

This course consists

of

introductory

instruction

in

the

technical

and care of the machine, position, fingering, proper technique and mastery of the keyboard. An average speed of 40 words
a minute is attained at the end of the second course.
features
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Commerce lie

Intermediate Typing (0-5-2). Spring.
Commerce lla-b or equivalent.

-

Laboratory

Prerequisite:

fee, S3. 50.

A typewriter course in which emphasis is placed on speed buildSpecial typing problems such as business letters,
ing and accuracy.
minutes, notices, stencil cutting and carbon copies are stressed.
Commerce 12

a-b

•

Beginning Shorthand (5-0-5).

Fall

and Win-

ter.

Complete theory of Gregg Shorthand in the Manual.
reading and dictation given from the Speed Studies.

Commerce 12
is

c

•

Intermediate Shorthand (5-0-5).

Additional

Spring.

Dictation and transcription of new and studied material.
Student
required to take dictation at the rate of eighty words a minute.

Commerce 13a
Fall.

Laboratory

The

Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer (0-5-2).

-

fee, S3. 50.

is to build speed and accuracy in the
Calculator and Comptometer and a
thorough review of business mathematics.
This quarter is devoted
to the operation of the four fundamentals in arithmetic or the cal-

objective of this course

operation

of

Burroughs

the

culator.

Commerce 136

-

Laboratory

Winter.

Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer (0-5-2).
fee, S3. 50.

The following business mathematics are reviewed and applied on
machine during

this quarter:

decimal equivalents,

split

the

divisions, in-

voicing over the fixed decimal, percentages, discounts, and chain discounts, costs, selling price

Commerce 13c
The

-

Laboratory

Spring.

and

rate of profit.

Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer (0-5-2).
fee, $3.50.

quarter is a continuation of business problems on the
transactions covered are reciprocals, figuring grain,
cipher, division, prorating cost and expenses, gross and dozen in invoicing inventories.
third

machine.

.

The

Commerce 15

-

Business Communications (3-0-3).

Winter.

folA study of business correspondence,
cominter-office
and
low-up sales programs, statistical analysis
Stress is placed on the mastery of fundamentals of
munications.

letters,

clear writing.

information reports,
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17

Office Practice (5-0-5),

-

29

Spring.

Typical business office situations arc duplicated as nearly as possible.
Practical problems deal with dictation and transcription, typing, operation of the

mimeograph,

Commerce

1

(

)

filing;

and

offiee courtesy.

Modern business Mathematics

-

Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12 or

its

(3-0-3).

Spring.

equavilent.

This course gives that background necessary for dealing with problems found in banking, real estate, financing, and accounting; the
operation of the compound-interest law in business; simple problems concerning bonds, sinking funds, valuation of properties, annuities, and insurance.
Practical problems in these fields will be emphasized.
The necessary aids and shortcuts with use of tables and
logarithms will be studied.

Commerce 21a

Advanced Typing

-

Commerce lie

Prerequisite:

S3. 50.

(0-5-2).

Laboratory

Fall.

fee,

or equivalent.

Advanced typing is a course in the acquisition of speed and accuracy including various legal forms and papers, manuscripts and
business papers. An average of 65 words a minute is attained.

Commerce 216
ter.

Laboratory

Commerce 21c
Laboratory

A

-

continuation of

Commerce 21a

-

(0-5-2).

Win-

fee, $3.50.

A

-

continuation of

Commerce 216

(0-5-2). Spring.

-

fee, S3. 50.

Commerce 22a
Commerce

-

Advanced Stenography

12a, b,

quisite:

(5-0-5).

Fall.

Prere-

c.

A

course in which the principles of Gregg Shorthand are applied
and accuracy in writing shorthand and in transcribing. The first half year is devoted to dictation of general business
material; the second half, to dictation material applying to 16 major
vocations. A speed of 120 words a minute for 5 minutes is required.
in developing skill

Commerce 226

-

A

continuation of

Commerce 22a

(5-0-5).

Winter.

Commerce 22c

-

A

continuation of

Commerce 226

(5-0-5).

Spring.

Advanced Calculator and Comptometer

(0-5-2).

Commerce 23a
Fall.

Laboratory

-

fee, $3.50.

The next two quarters are devoted to the application of the machine
and business mathematics to the following businesses: drugs, hardware, electrical, plumbing, contracting, wholesale paper, pay roll,
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packing house, creameries and dairies, laundries, steel and iron, department stores, banks, lumber, petroleum, railroads.

Commerce 236
Laboratory

A

-

Commerce 23c
Speed,

-

Laboratory

Spring.

continuation of

Commerce 23a

(0-5-2).

Winter.

Advanced Calculator and Comptometer

(0-5-2).

fee, $3.50.

skill

fee,

S3. 50.

and accuracy

in the operation of the

machine are stressed

in this last period.

Commerce 24
Fall

-

Principles

of

Accounting,

Introductory

(5-2-5).

and Spring.

An introduction to the fundamental principles and procedures of accounting, including a study of the journal, the ledger, accounting statements, controling accounts, special journals and the accounting system.
Supervised study in laboratory, two hours per week.
Commerce 25
and Winter.

An
as

the

Principles of Accounting, Introductory (5-2-5).

-

Prerequisite:

Commerce

Fall

24.

application of accounting principles to certain problems such
proprietorship, the partnership, the corporation, departmen-

operations, manufacturing accounts and the analysis of accountSupervised study in laboratory, two hours per week.
ing statements.

tal

Commerce 26 - Principles of Accounting, Intermediate
Winter and Spring. Prerequisite: Commerce 25.

(5-0-5).

Basic accounting theory with emphasis on the various forms
business organization, assets, liabilities and reserves.

Commerce 27

-

Business

Law

(5-0-5).

of

Winter.

Contracts: offer and acceptance, consideration, performance, rights of
Agency: creation of an agency, powers,
third parties and discharge.
Negotiable instruments: elements of
liabilities of principal and agent.
negotiability, endorsements, and transfer, liabilities of parties, discharge,

Commerce 28

-

Business

Law

(5-0-5).

Spring.

Prerequisite:

Com-

merce 27.
Partnership: formation, powers, liabilities of partners, termination.
Corporation: formation, powers, rights of security holders, types of
securities.
Sales: vesting of title, warrants, remedies.
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ECONOMICS
Economics

21

-

Principles of Economics (5-0-5).

and Slimmer.

Fall

behind tin* economic institutions of the
present time and an examination of some of the economic problems
\

stud)

the

in

of the

principles

modern world.

Problems of Economics
Economics 21
Economics 21.
-

Spring.

(5-0-5).

Pre-

quisite:

A

study of economic problems based upon the principles studied

Economics

in

21.

ENGINEERING
Engineering 11

Engineering Drawing (0-6-3).

-

Fall

and Spring.

Topics of study include lettering, the use of the instruments, orthographic projection, auxiliary views, section.

Engineering 12 - Engineering Drawing
Engineering 11.

(0-6-3).

Winter.

Prere

quisite:

Topics of study include sections, dimensions, limit dimensions, pictorrepresentation, threads, and fastenings, shop processes, technical,
sketching, working drawings, pencil tracing on paper, reproduction
ial

processes.

Engineering 13 - Engineering Drawing
Engineering 12.

(0-6-3).

Spring.

Prere-

quisite:

Topics of study include technical sketching of piping and fittings,
working drawings, ink tracing on cloth, working drawings from assemblies and assemblies from working drawings.

Engineering 21
Engineering 11.

Descriptive Geometry (0-3-1).

-

Fall.

Prerequisite:

Topics of study include the solution of problems involving points, lines

and planes by auxiliary view methods.

Practical applications are em-

phasized.

Engineering 22

-

Descriptive Geometry

(0-3-1).

Winter.

A

continuation of subjects studied in Engineering 21 including solutions by rotation methods, simple intersections, the development of
surfaces.

Engineering 23

-

Descriptive Geometry

(0-3-1).

Spring.

Topics studied include the intersection of surfaces; warped surfaces.
Practical applications are emphasized.
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Engineering 25

-

Elements of Electrical Engineering (2-3-3).

Spring.

Prerequisites: Physics 22.

Fundamental theory of
Engineering 26

-

electric,

magnetic, and electro-static circuits.

Plane Surveying (1-3-2).

Theory of practice

in

chaining,

Fall

and Spring.

and profile leveling,
and plotting of field notes

differential

traversing, topographic surveying, reduction

and mapping.

ENGLISH
English 11

Freshman English

-

(3-0-3).

Fall

and Spring.

This course covers a review of punctuation and the fundamentals of
grammar, theme writing, and vocabulary building. Also the student reads
and discusses selections from the works of the most prominent literary
figures of the Western World.

English 12

-

Continuation of English 11

-

(3-0-3). Fall,

Winter and

Summer.
English 13

Continuation of English 12

-

(3-0-3)

-

.

Winter, Spring and

Summer.
In English 11-12-13 selections from the works of the following
authors will be read: Homer, Sophocles, Chaucer, Montaigne, Cellini,
Voltaire, Checkov, Hardy, as well as those of certain English Romantic
poets.

English 21

-

Survey of World Literature (3-0-3).

Fall

and Spring.

is designed to give the student a knowledge of the prinworks of certain major writers. The student reads in some detail
several hundred pages from the works of selected authors whose thought

This course

cipal

The last third of the
or style has been of world-wide significance.
course deals with modern trends in literature and thought. At intervals,
students are asked to write papers, and emphasis is constantly placed
on the improvement of the student's ability to express himself.
English 22

-

Continuation of English 21

(3-0-3).

-

Fall,

Winter and

Summer.
English 23

-

Continuation of English 22

-

(3-0-3).

Winter, Spring

and Summer.
In English 21-22-23 selections from the works of the following authors will be read:
Shakespeare, Milton, Goethe, Keats, Whitman,
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quarter

last

be devoted

will

works of contemporary writers

in

England and America.
English 24

An

-

Introduction to Poetry (3-0-3).

Winter.

A

study of the various types and forms of poetry with special emphasis on the works of the more recent British and American poets.
English 25

-

American Literature

(5-0-5).

Spring.

A survey of American literature and culture. In this course the
student reads somewhat fully from works of a comparatively small
number of notable and representative American writers. This course is
primarily devoted to reading and discussion, but each student is asked
also to select one particular period or author for concentration, making reports and writing papers in that phase of the work.
English 26a

-

Advanced Composition

(3-0-3).

Fall.

Not offered

in 1949.

Advanced writing

practices.

The course

is

designed

to

equip

the student to express his ideas in clear, well-organized and interesting
prose. Various techniques of composition are considered, but the main

portion of the course

is

devoted to the writing and re-writing of ex-

position.

English 266

-

Continuation of English 26a (3-0-3).

Winter.

Not

offered in 1950.

English 27

-

Reading Modern Drama

(5-0-5).

Spring.

Not offered

in 1950.

Students

will

selected dramas.

participate

The plays

in

will not

reading and discussion of
be acted. The course is expected to

class

improve the student's diction and reading.
English 28

-

Public Speaking (5-0-5)

.

Winter.

Fundamental principles involved in group discussion and the preparation and delivery of original speeches for formal and informal occasions.

English 29

-

Voice and Articulation (5-0-5)

Fundamental principles and

.

Spring.

drills for development of the speaking
Phonetic analysis of the sounds of the English language as
a basis for correction of common articulatory and vocal defects.

voice.
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FINE ARTS
Art 11

Creative Art (2-6-5).

-

Winter.

Drawing, art principles and design w
the descretion of the instructor.

Some

postermaking, lettering and everyday

Art 19

life

work in other media at
application will be made to
needs.
ith

Fundamentals of Flower Arranging (3-0-2).
Laboratory fee, $2.50

-

Winter.

Not

offered in 1950.

A course designed to acquaint the student with a brief history of the
use of flowers; the use of design (composition, focus, unity, color and
balance)
current trends in arranging; study of Japanese, mass line
and modern styles; table-decorating: corsage-making; and decorating
for occasions.
One period weekly will be devoted to lecture, the other
two periods will supplement lecture material by work with plants,
Particular attention is given to local problems, as
foliage and blooms.
well as to helping develop individual style.
;

Drama

11 (3-4-5).

A study

of

modern

Fall.

and administrative.
In the laboratory students will become a part of an active producing
company. Plays will be selected, cast, directed, designed, lighted and
costumed by students, and will be performed before invited audiences.
The group will work directly with the Savannah Playhouse.

Drama

12 (3-4-5).

theatre practice, both technical

Winter.

Students encouraged to specialize in
Continuation of Drama 11.
one of the various departments of production. No prerequisites.

Drama

13 (3-4-5).

Spring,

one of the various departments of production.

Music 20

-

Great Music (5-0-5).

No

prerequisites.

Spring.

A course designed to help the reader understand and enjoy great
music. Several works will be analyzed in detail as to form, harmony
and structure. A text will be used for factual background, class time
being concentrated on brief exposition of themes followed by listening
Classic, romantic and modern composers will be studied..
to records.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
French
French 11-12

A

-

Elementary French (5-0-5).

course for beginners.

Emphasis

is

Fall

and Winter.

placed on the spoken language.

,
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Grammar and
ords

is

reading arc included in the COUTSe.
required outside of regular class hours.

French 21

-

Two

requisite:

Practice with rec-

Intermediate trench (5-0-5).
Fall and Spring.
Prequarters of college French or two years of high school

French.

Review grammar, oral

practice, reading of selected texts.

French 22
Intermediate French, continued (5-0-5). Winter. PreThree quarters of college French or three years of high
-

requisite:

school French.

Further reading of

French 23

and composition

texts, oral

Introduction to Literature (5-0-5).

-

practice.

Spring.

A

survey course with particular emphasis on the nineteenth century.
Written and oral reports on collateral readings.

French 24

French Classic Drama (5-0-5).

-

Spring.

Not offered

in

1950.
Selected plays of Corneille, Moliere and Racine are studied.
plays are read in class and four plays read as collateral.

Four

German
German 11-12

-

Elementary German (5-0-5).

Fall

and Winter.

Not

offered in 1949-1950.

Grammar, oral and written practice, early
Drill in fundamentals.
reading of selected material in German.
Second part is devoted to
additional

grammar and

German 21

conversation.

Review Grammar

-

(5-0-5)

.

Spring.

Not offered

in 1950.

Spanish
Spanish 11-12

-

Elementary Spanish (5-0-5).

Fall

and Winter.

These courses are for the purpose of providing the student with
and speaking.

the elements of Spanish by reading, composition

Spanish 21

Grammar

-

Intermediate Spanish (5-0-5).

Fall

and Spring.

review composition and selected prose readings.

Spanish 22

-

Advanced Spanish

The purpose of this course is
and speaking Spanish.

writing

literature are read.

(5-0-5).

Winter.

to increase the students' facility in

Selected

masterpieces

of

Spanish
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Spanish 23

Commercial Spanish

-

(5-0-5).

Not offered

Spring.

in 1950.

A study of business letters and forms used by the Spanish-speaking
world and of the vocabulary of trade, travel and communication.
Spanish 24

-

Modern Prose Readings

(5-0-5).

Spring.

This course provides intensive reading of novels, plays and short
stories of nineteenth and twentieth century Spanish and Latin-American authors.

Spanish 25

-

19th Century Spanish Literature (5-0-5).

offered in 1950.

Winter.

Not

Prerequisite: Spanish 21.

Brief survey of the 19th Century Spanish Literature.

Spanish 26

-

20th Century Spanish Literature (5-0-5). Spring. Not
Spanish 21 or its equivalent.
Prerequisite:

offered in 1950.

Brief survey of 20th Century Spanish Literature.

HISTORY
History 11-A Historical Introduction to Contemporary Civilization
Fall and Spring.

(3-0-3).

This course comprises a chronological survey of the main currents
and philosophical thought in Western Civilization from the period of the sixth century in Greece to the present
of political, social, religious
time.

History 12

A

-

continuation of History 11 (3-0-3).

Fall,

Winter and

Summer.
History 13

-

A

continuation of History 12 (3-0-3).

Winter, Spring

and Summer.
In addition to a chronological treatment of events studied in the

above courses, the dynamics of Western Civilization are studied in
Plato, Lucretius, St. Augustine,
works of the following authors:
Dante, Machiavelli, Descartes, Locke, Swift, Rousseau, Adam Smith,
Ricardo, Malthus, Bentham, Carlyle, Marx, Shaw and Hersey.
History 11-12-13 are required of all students seeking an Associate
degree from Armstrong College and are designed to be complementary
with English 11-12-13.

History 20

-

Contemporary

Civilization

(3-0-3).

Spring.

Not

of-

fered in 1950.

The course has

as

its

purpose the examination of the most important
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events and movements, political, social and cultural, in American
from about 1900 to the present time.

History 21

English History (5-0-5).

-

Fall.

Not offered

in

life

1949.

A

study of English political and social institutions from early times
to the present with special emphasis given to developments since the

Tudor period.
History 22

Latin America (5-0-5).

-

Spring.

This course deals with the colonial, revolutionary and recent developments in the countries of Hispanic America.
Winter.
History 23
Contemporary American History (5-0-5).
Not offered in 1950.
The purpose of this course is to examine the major factors in the
development of the U. S. from the Spanish-American War to the present time.
Political, social and cultural issues are examined and developments abroad which come into contact with the American scene are
-

studied.

History 24

Survey of Modern Europe (5-0-5).

-

Spring.

Not

of-

fered in 1950.

The rise of nationalism, the trend of Europe toward imperialism,
the alliance system leading to World War I, the post-war treaties and
the problems which precipitated World War II with some indication
of the problems which the European nations now face.
Japan and
China are included where their impact on Western Civilization
History 25

Recent American History (5-0-5).

-

Fall

is felt.

and Winter.

This course has as its purpose the examination of the most important events and movements, political, social and cultural, in American life from about 1900 to the present time.
History 26

-

Recent European History (5-0-5).

Spring.

designed to provide an opportunity for detailed study
of major national and international developments in European affairs
from about 1870 to the present time. Special emphasis is devoted
to the First World War and new developments in Europe following that
war and the complex of world events which preceded the Second World

This course

is

War.

HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics
An introduction

10

-

to

home economics

Orientation (3-0-3).
that

Fall.

gives

the student

some
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idea of the vocational opportunities in this field so she will be able to
take belter advantage of her course of study in college.

Home Economics
oratory

fee,

11

Clothing

-

(2-6-5).

Fall

and Spring.

Lab-

$1.00.

A

study of clothing to suit the individual needs and the application
principles to dress, together with problems in clothing construction in laboratory periods will be pursued.
of art

Home Economics

12

Foods

-

(3-2-5).

Fall

and Spring.

Lab-

oratory fee, ST. 00.

An

introduction to the basic food and family meal service.
and served in each laboratory period.

Com-

plete meals are prepared

Home Economics
$7.00.

13

Prerequisite:

Catering (2-6-5).

-

Home Economics

Winter.

Laboratory

fee,

12, or consent of instructor.

A more advanced approach to food preparation and selection.
Foods are purchased and prepared for special occasions, such as
formal dinners, luncheons, receptions and teas.
Home Economics
tory fee, $2.00.

A

21

-

Home

Prerequisite:

home from

study of the

Furnishing (3-4-5).
Fall.
LaboraArt 11 or consent of the instructor.

the standpoint of family needs.

the interior and exterior of the

Both

home

are considered with reference
to such topics as home lighting, wall treatments, floor coverings,
and storage space. Period styles of furniture from those of ancient
times to the present are studied.

Home Economics 22 - Nutrition (5-0-5). Spring.
Chemistry 14 and 15, or consent of the instructor.

Prerequisite:

A consideration of the laws governing the food requirements of
individuals for maintenance and growth of the body.
The food nutrients

and

their contributions to the daily dietary are studied.

Home Economics

23

-

Advanced Clothing

(2-6-5).

Winter.

Lab-

oratory fee, $1.00.

Lectures cover garment selection and wardrobe planning and an inLaboratory periods are devoted
troduction to the study of textiles.
to developing more advanced techniques in clothing construction.

JOURNALISM
Journalism 11

-

(1-2-2).

Fall.

Students gain practical experience in working out editorial, mechanand business problems dealing with a publication.

ical

.
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continuation of Journalism
continuation of Journalism 12

/

(1-2-2).

11

I

1-2-21.

Winter.

Spring.

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics

11

-

Basic

Mathematics

(3-0-3).

Fall

and Spring.

Mathematics 11, 12. and 13 is a terminal sequence, giving informaAn inabout the genesis and development of mathematics.
troduction to inductive and deductive methods; Euclidean and non-Euclidean systems; theory of arithmetic numbers, operations and measurements; and logarithms.
tion

Mathematics 12

Basic Mathematics (3-0-3).

-

Winter and Summer.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 11.

A

continuation of the course started in Mathematics 11; variation;
and annuities; progressions of numbers; combinations and
probability; functional relationships; and the binomial theorem.
interest

Mathematics 13

-

Basic Mathematics

Spring and

(3-0-3).

Fall.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 12.

Advanced
tistical

circular functions;

equations;

common

curves; and sta-

concepts.

PreCollege Algebra (5-0-5).
Fall and Spring.
years of high school algebra and one of Plane Geome(Students with insufficient preparation may audit Mathematics 16)

Mathematics 16
requisite:
try.

Two

A course in advanced algebra planned for mathematics or science
majors.
The course consists of functions and graphs; logarithms;
linear and quadratic equations; the binomial theorem; complex numbers and the elementary theory of equations.
Mathematics 17
Trigonometry (5-0-5).
Mathematics 16.
-

Fall

and Winter.

Pre-

requisite:

A

course covering the solution of the right and general triangle;
the general solution of trigonometry equations; trignometric identities; polar coordinates and the use of the slide rule.

Mathematics 18
Spring.

-

Plane Analytic Geometry

Prerequisite: Mathematics 17.

(5-0-5).

Winter and
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Analytic geometry of the point, line and circle; elementary conic
polar coordinates; transcendental curves and transformation of coordinates.

sections;

Mathematics 21
Mathematics 18.

-

Differential Calculus (5-0-5).

Fall.

Prerequisite:

Theory of differentiation, with application to tangents; maxima and
minima; rates; curvature; velocity and acceleration; approximations;
and Newton's method.
Mathematics 22
Mathematics 21.

-

Winter.

Integral Calculus (5-0-5).

Prerequisite:

Formulas and methods of integration; single integration applied
and lengths; volumes and surfaces of revolution; centroids
and moments of inertia; pressure and work.

to areas

Mathematics 23 - Differential
Prerequisite: Mathematics 22.

The law
plications:

of the
partial

and Integral Calculus

(5-0-5).

Spring.

mean and indeterminate forms;
and

series, with apwith applications; essentials
multiple integration, applied to areas,

total derivatives,

of solid analytic geometry;
volumes, centroids and moments of inertia.

MUSIC
(See Fine Arts)

Physical

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Education 11M
Conditioning Course
-

for

Men

(0-3-1).

and

carries;

Fall.

Consists in calisthenics; stunts and tumbling;
road work, dual combatives; and simple games.

Physical Education

11W

Physical Education

12M

-

-

lifts

Same

course for

women

Team

Sports for

Men

(0-3-1).

(0-3-1).

Fall.

Winter.

Consists of elementary basketball, soccer, or speedball.

Physical Education 13A/

-

Men

(0-3-1).

(0-3-1).

Spring.

Elementary Swimming for

Spring.

Physical Education

13W

-

Same

course for

women

J
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L8

Physical Education 19

Advanced Basketball

-

Tumbling

-
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1

Men

for

Not offered

0-3-1).

Eirst Aid and Safety Education
Physical Education 20
The American Red Cross standard course in first aid
-

(0-3-1).

in 1949-50.

(4-0-3).
is

followed

by a broad consideration of the opportunities for safety teaching
the school program.
Physical Education 21

Physical Education 22

Elementary Boxing jor

-

Physical Education 23
in

Swimming

for

Men

Elementary Tennis (0-3-1).

-

Men

in

Fall.

(0-3-1)

.

Winter.

Senior Life Saving and Instructors' Course
Spring.

-

(0-5-2).

Physical Education 24
Physical Education 25

Boxing for Teachers (0-5-2).

-

-

Physical Education 26

Folk Rhythms (0-3-1)

Modern Dance

-

Physical Education 27

-

Physical Education 28

-

-

Fall.

Women

(0-3-1).

Winter.

(0-3-1).

Winter.

Adult Recreative Sports (0-3-1).

Spring.

Tap Dance

for

for

Women

Consists of passive, semi-active, and active
have carry-over value for later life.

Physical Education 29

.

Winter.

games and

sports which

Folk Rhythms for Teachers (0-5-2).

Fall.

PHYSICS
Physics

10

-

Physics Survey

(5-2-6).

Spring.

Laboratory

fee,

$2.50.

A study of the fundamentals of physics. Emphasis will be placed
on the theories necessary to explain heat, electricity and mechanics as
used in the home.
Physics 11

-

Introductory Physics

(5-2-6).

Fall.

Laboratory

fee,

$2.50.

A

study of mechanics and heat, force, motion, simple machines,

the mechanics of fluids,

and

heat.
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Physics

12

Introductory Physics

-

Laboratory

Winter.

1.5-2-6).

fee, S2.50.

A

study of electricity, sound and

and simple
Physics

electrostatics,

light,

magnetism,

circuits.

21

Mechanics

-

Fall.
Laboratory fee, $2.50.
(Mathematics 21 should be taken con-

(5-3-6).

Prerequisite: Mathematics 18.
currently.)

A

study of

statics,

kinetics,

mechanics of

hydrostatics,

elasticity,

gases, fluids in motion, surface tension

and

capillarity.

The theory

of

errors will be included in the laboratory work.

Physics 22

(5-3-6).

Electricity

-

Prerequisite: Physics 21

Laboratory

Winter.

and Mathematics

fee.

S2.50.

21.

A study of magnetism, electrostatics, batteries, electrical measurements, electromagnetism, induced currents, electrical machinery, electrical oscillations, and thermo-and photo-electric emmission.
Physics 23
fee, $2.50.

-

Heat, Light and

Sound

Prerequisite: Physics 22

(

5-3-6

I

.

Spring.

and Mathematics

Laboratory

22.

A study of thermal expansion heat measurements, change of state,
heat and energy, propagation of heat, production and transmission
of sound waves, reflection and refraction of light, dispersion, interference and polarization of light.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political Science 12 - Comparative Foreign Government
Spring and Summer. Not offered in 1949-1950.

(5-0-5).

A

study is made of the governments of Great Britain, France. Rusand the pre-war Fascist nations, Germany and Italy, in detail.
The theory and practice of each government is observed with some
comparison and contrast being stressed. In addition, a brief survey of
the governments in Switzerland, Japan and China is made; the
sia

structure of the United Nations
Political

Fall

A

Science

13

-

is

outlined.

Government

in

the

United States

(5-0-5).

and winter.
study

government

is

made

in

of the structure, theory, workings of the national
States and some of the major problems

the United

The course shows how developof the state and local government.
mental practice has arrived at our government as it stands today.
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PSYCHOLOGY
Psychology 21

Introductory Psychology (5-0-5).

-

and Winter.

Fall

An

introductory course in psychology, including discussions of
learning, memory, behavior, psycho-biological relationships, morale
The facts and principles from scientific research
and motivation.
in psychology are applied to the student in his present use of college
experience.

Psychology 22 - Social Psychology
Psychology 21.

(5-0-5).

Winter.

Prerequi-

site:

an introduction to the psychology of groups. An
of the psychological and socio-cultural motivation
of the individual from infancy to adulthood from the standpoint of
Special attention is given to a study of
his group relationships.
leadership, the development of radical and conservative qualities,
propaganda, war, facism, communism, delinquency
and
public
This course

analysis

is

is

made

opinion.

Psychlogy 23
Psychology 21.

Child Psychology

-

Spring.

(5-0-5).

Prerequisite:

A study of the developmental factors operating in a child's experience that make for, or interfere with, effective expression of
his

are

and efficient adjustment to life situations.
Sources
drawn from experimental research and from the findings of

capacities

analytical psychology.

Psychology 24

-

Educational Psychology

(5-0-5).

Spring

.

Not

offered in 1949-1950.

A study of psychological theories of learning and of goals in learning as they are represented in various teaching methods used in
schools, family life and in social changes.
Psychology 25 - Psychology of Adjustment (5-0-5).
Psychology 21.

Winter.

Pre-

requisite:

In this course emphasis is placed on the types of adjustment, the
development and measurement of personality traits and techniques
of mental health.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
(See English 28 and 29)

SOCIOLOGY
Sociology 20

A

-

Introductory Sociology (5-0-5).

Fall.

study of the principles of social organizations in American cul-
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ture based

on

scientific

studies

of groups,

'"races,"

population and

of the institutionalized functions of societ\.

Sociology 21

Marriage and the Family

-

(5-0-5).

Winter and

Spring.

A

study of family backgrounds, preparation for marriage, marriage
and family administration, family economics, problems of
A study of the family in the
parenthood, family disorganization.
post-war period and present trends in family life are included.
interaction

SPANISH
(See Foreign Languages)

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Armstrong College offers the following nurses' courses
Warren A. Candler School of Nursing:

in

coopera-

tion with the

Anatomy and Physiology In and 2n
Laboratory

-

(3-2-4).

Fall

and Winter.

fee, $2.50.

A two quarter course in human anatomy and physiology. The
gross anatomy, some histology and physiology of the organ systems
are presented in order to give the student an understanding of the
human body as a basis for her further studies in clinical nursing.
The laboratory work includes some dissection of the lower vertebrates
and elementary experiments in physiology.
Microbiology In

-

(2-3-4).

Spring.

Laboratory

fee, $2.50.

An

introduction to micro-organisms as living organisms and as
pathogens. The structure, life history and public health importance of
representative virures, bacteria, molds, potozoa and helminths are conThe laboratory work includes the techniques of culturing
sidered.
bacteria and the study of the scientific basis of antiseptic and aseptic procedures.

Chemistry In

-

(4-3-5).

Laboratory

fee, $2.50.

The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with the principles
of inorganic, organic and physiological chemistry with special applications to nursing practice.
Sociology 2n

-

(3-0-3).

This course considers (1) the principles of sociology; (2) the nurse
as a citizen of the community and as a professional worker; (3) the

;
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importance of the hospital among
(4

I

tin*

patient in the hospital

to the famil\

community
and returning

social agencies in the

Coming from

the family

.

Home Economics
Laboratory

tin*
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fee.

2n

-

Nutrition

and Food Preparation

(3-0-3).

$4.00.

The fundamental principles of nutrition and food preparations
are considered. The nutrition requirements of children and of adults
are compared. Special attention is given to the nutrition requirements
of childhood

and pregnancy.

Psychology In

-

(3-0-3).

This course is an introduction to the study of human behavior with
emphasis on the underlying principles of mental adjustments. The importance of the nurses own personality is stressed.
English In

-

(3-0-3).

A basic course in the fundamentals of reading, writing, and speaking
English.

:

6
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Economicfl

Economics, Associate

37-38
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Honors
fatal

46-47

Intramural Sports

Journalism
Libera]

24
20
15

38-39

\rN. \--ociate in

24

Library

12-13

Loans
Mathematics
Music
Nurses, Courses

14
39-40

34
for

Open House

44-45

14

Organization of College
Physical Education
Physical Examination

40-41

Physics

41-42

7

18

Placement Service
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Science
Psychology
Publications
Public Speaking

42
43

Re-Admission
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Recommendations
Refunds

21

Political

Reports
Requirements for Admission
Savannah Playhouse
Scholarships
Science, Associate in

16

33
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9-10

16-17
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Sociology

25
43-44

Spanish

35-36

Special Students, Admission of
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Stenographic Course
Student Activities
Student Assistants and Associates

25

Student Center
Student Conduct
Student Objectives

15

Summer Session
Testing Program for Freshmen
Transfer Students
Transfer to Other Institutions
University of Georgia Off-Campus Center
Veterans, Admission of
Withdrawal

15
14
19

22
2
28
9
22
14
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